A 6-pole filter for improving the readability of muscle contaminated EEGs.
A multi-channel switched-capacitor 6-pole filter for significantly reducing the EMG artifact present during seizures recorded by long-term monitoring procedures has been implemented for routine use. This permits repeated replay of the seizures with different filter settings. All of the channels can be simultaneously dialed to any cut-off frequency (3 dB down) between 8 Hz and 70 Hz and the event replayed for filtering and write-out onto any standard EEG machine. The advantage of the 6-pole switched-capacitor filter is that it does not require a complex design with high precision RC components. The cut-off frequency is determined by the frequency of a simple clock that is used to select the same cut-off point for all 16 channels. By changing the clock frequency, the operator moves the cut-off point linearly. The dramatic improvement obtained by off-line digital filtering that was recently reported (Gotman et al. 1981) indicates that more efficient filtering of EMG contaminated seizures is diagnostically significant in selected cases. This approach is limited by the availability and expense of not only the computer's hardware but also the dedicated software. Specially designed 4-pole analog filters (Barlow 1984) are less expensive than digital filtering, but are difficult to design even at specific frequencies and do not allow for a range of frequencies. The switched-capacitor 6-pole filters have all the advantages of the above but are even more efficient in reducing EMG artifact. They also do not have any of the above disadvantages and cost only a few dollars per channel.